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no matter who or where you are
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Daily communication 
can be a challenge.

Hospital life is hectic and efficient 
communication is key to coordinating 
distributed teams.

The problem - pager systems allow 
limited, very simple and mostly 
one-way communication. Mobile 
phones don’t offer the data security 
needed and can act as a distraction on 
the ward floor
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But connecting your 
team is key.

Finding an easy, efficient way to 
communicate with your team as a 
whole, in groups or on an individual 
basis is key. It enhances productivity 
and eradicates errors.

The solution is simple.
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Meet Karri
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Karri.io gives everyone in the team a voice 
by providing a cost-effective and 
easy-to-use solution for team 
communication.

It is a one-touch device, operating on LTE 
or WiFi. The administrator can easily set 
up team, channel or ditrect 
communication via the Karri web 
platform or mobile app.
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How it works
Administrator
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Select the people you want to 
send a message to - choose a 
channel or individuals.

Record your message, adjust if 
needed, and send.

It’s that simple.
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How it works
Receiver

Have your Karri on mute or loud. 

Listen to your messages and 
change between groups by 
pushing the button.

Long push to record a message 
and send back into the group.

Lorem ipsum lorem 
ipsum lorem ipsum 
lorem ipsum
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What makes Karri stand out
Specifications

Karri is not just simple to set up and use.

Its friendly design, case durability and battery power outperform mobile phones 
and walkie talkies alike.

GPS tracking
LTE and Wifi 
compatible

Battery life approx. 
48 to 72 hours

Durable, waterproof 
hard casing

Lightweight design 
with easy to attach clip

Nationwide 
coverage
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Setting UP Karri is simple - download the app on your phone or access the browser 
based admin console and connect your devices. That’s it - you are ready to go!

Instant set up, instant communication.
Setting up Karri is fast and easy
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Durability _

GPS tracking _

Unlimited coverage _

Compact size _ _

Unlimited channels _ _

Corporate-data secure _

Karri in comparison
Advantages compared to other communication options
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You have questions or are 
interested in a demo or an 
individual offer for your 
company?

Costs and contact
Get in touch for an individual offer

Please contact us:

Pete Clifford (Founder & MD)
pc@karri.io
+49 1763 273 4208
https://karri.io/pro
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https://www.facebook.com/KARRI-105282014848434/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/karri-io
https://de.trustpilot.com/review/karri.io
mailto:pc@karri.io

